
†CELSIUS alone does not produce weight loss in the absence of a healthy diet and moderate exercise. In a 10 
week clinical study published in the Journal of International Society of Sports Nutrition, with sedentary men 
and women, the group who drank one CELSIUS per day experienced Significantly Better Results.

*These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA. This product 
is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

About Us
CELSIUS – Disruptive. Proven. Proprietary.

CELSIUS® is the leading, emerging brand for fitness loyalists.

A culture of consumers who want to “Live Fit” now recognize CELSIUS® as a lifestyle brand which offers unique, proven benefits, 

to accelerate metabolism and burn body fat, while providing healthy energy.

CELSIUS® Holdings, Inc., (CELH) was founded in 2004, and became a public company in January of 2007. 

In 2005, vitamin industry entrepreneurs created CELSIUS® and completed the initial clinical study, validating its calorie burning benefits.

In a 10-week clinical study published in the Journal of International Society of Sports Nutrition, with sedentary men 

and and women, the group who drank one CELSIUS® per day experienced 93% greater fat loss.

Since the initial study, several clinical studies have been presented and published demonstrating CELSIUS®’ efficacy. Clinical studies 

prove that CELSIUS® burns calories and provides lasting energy. The science also proves drinking a CELSIUS® 15 minutes prior to 

exercise reduces body fat, increases endurance, and provides greater resistance to fatigue (increased energy).*

Our Mission

Celsius Holdings, Inc. (CELH), is a global company with a proprietary, clinically-proven formula for flagship brand CELSIUS.® 

Celsius Holdings, Inc., has a corporate mission to become the global leader of a branded portfolio which is proprietary, 

clinically-proven or patented in its category, with products which offer significant health benefits. 

CELSIUS®’ original line comes in seven delicious sparkling and non-carbonated flavors, and in powder stick packets which dissolve 

when mixed with water. CELSIUS® has no preservatives, no sugar, no aspartame, no high fructose corn syrup, no artificial flavors or 

colors, and is low in sodium. The CELSIUS® line of products is non-gmo, kosher, vegan certified, soy and gluten free. CELSIUS’ new 

natural line is available in six naturally caffeinated and naturally sweetened flavors, (three sparkling): Grapefruit, Cucumber Lime, 

Orange Pomegranate, and (three non-carbonated): Pineapple Coconut, Watermelon Berry and Strawberries & Cream. The second 

prproduct in the Celsius Holdings Inc., portfolio is CELSIUS HEAT®.  This brand is an intensified version of the proprietary formula, and 

comes in a larger, 16 oz. can.  Available in five flavors:  Inferno Punch, Cherry Lime, Blueberry Pomegranate, Tangerine Grapefruit 

and Strawberry Dragonfruit. This new line launched in the fitness channel in the Spring of 2017.

Our Products
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Investor Fact Sheet
Company Overview:

Celsius Holdings, Inc., (CELH), distributes its products 
through direct-store delivery distributors, fitness distributors, 
convenience, natural and traditional grocery wholesalers, 
and directly to retailers across all retail channels in the
United States.  Because CELSIUS branded products have 
a diea dietary supplements panel, they are well suited for 
non-traditional channels of trade and sell direct to vitamin 
specialty, nutritional stores, health clubs, and are shipped 
directly from the company to eCommerce customers.
The company is based in Boca Raton, Florida.

Investment Highlights:

>  The company is publicly traded and the symbol is CELH

>  Capital structure includes 46.0 M common shares issued and outstanding.

>  6.4K preferred shares issued and outstanding, convertible into an additional 9.3 M common shares.

>  Insider ownership of roughly 38% of outstanding shares by majority shareholder
      CDS Ventures of South Florida, controlled by millionaire businessman Carl DeSantis.

>>  Recent strategic partnership and investment led by Hong Kong based Horizon Ventures,
      a private investment group of Mr. Li Ka-Shing and Mrs. Kimora Lee Simmons.

>  Record revenues of $17.2 million recorded in the twelve months ending December 31, 2015.

>  Record revenue of $22.8 million recorded in the twelve months ending December 31, 2016.

>  Record revenue of $36.2 million recorded in the twelve months ending December 31, 2017

>  International distribution includes Sweden, Norway, Finland, China & Middle East.
      Other international markets are also being targeted in process for distribution expansion.

>>  The company recently opened a production facility in Düsseldorf, Germany and the Netherlands 
       to reduce freight costs and transit time, thus allowing Celsius to react quicker to increased 
      demand for the company’s products in Europe. In addition the company opened a production
      facility in Guangzhou for the company’s products in Asia, China.

Celsius Holdings, Inc. (CELH)
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Product Highlights:

> CELSIUS has earned a 4.4 out of 5.0 stars rating by Amazon users according to the most recent customer reviews.

> CELSIUS has received (21) U.S. and International Awards since 2005: 
      2017 Innovation of The Year “Beverage Industry” • 2017 InnoBev Awards “Best Functional Drink” • 2011 Beverage 
       Innovation Finalist “Best New Natural Functional Beverage” • 2009 CSP  Magazine  “Best New Functional Beverage” 
     • 2007 Beverage Innovations Awards “Best New Functional Beverage” • 2005 Beverage Industry Magazine 
         “Best New Beverage Award.” 

> CELSIUS has received approval from the National Advertising Division (NAD) of the Better Business Bureau (BBB) 
      substantiating claims that CELSIUS burns calories, reduces fat and increases metabolism over a  
       roughly three (3) hour period.

> CELSIUS is backed by multiple published clinical university studies that scientifically prove CELSIUS’ 
       calorie-burning properties. No other functional drink can make these marketing claims. To ensure 
      consumer confidence, trust, and industry independence, the studies were presented at scientific conferences  
         and published for peer review. 

Distribution Highlights:

The company enjoys strong distribution across all retail channels in the United States, including supermarkets, 

convenience stores, nutritional stores, mass merchants, health clubs, spas, gyms, military, and e-commerce 

Web sites. Distribution partners include some of the biggest retailers in the grocery & nutrition channels.

Celsius Holdings, Inc. (CELH)



Awards

Innovation in Beverage
WINNER

“Cleanest Energy Beverage”

Winner of 21 USA & International Awards

Celsius Holdings, Inc. (CELH)
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CELSIUS Ingredients

CELSIUS’ proprietary formula includes green tea with EGCG, ginger, guarana seed, calcium, chromium, 
B vitamins, and vitamin C, all of which work together to enact thermogenesis, a process that boosts the 
body’s metabolic rate resulting in a sustained calorie burn while providing healthy energy.

Green Tea Extract
CELSIUS uses a special Green Tea extract that contains a specific ratio of 
EGCG (epigallocatechin gallate) — the compound that scientists have found boosts 
your metabolism, allowing you to effectively burn more calories and store less fat.

Guarana Seed Extract
Found in the Amazon rainforest, guarana provides a natural source of caffeine. Unlike 
most guarana drinks, CELSIUS uses the seeds (instead of the roots), which contain over 
twice the amount of caffeine than the average coffee bean.

Ginger Root
In addition to a wonderful spicy flavor, ginger root aids the process of thermogenesis, 
and creates positive effects on the digestive system.

Vitamin B
CELSIUS contains 100% of the daily value of several vitamins and minerals. B-Vitamins 
are essential for metabolism and energy production.

Vitamin C
Vitamin C supports your immune system.

Chromium
Chromium helps control hunger by normalizing healthy blood sugar levels.

Celsius Holdings, Inc. (CELH)



CELSIUS ORIGINALS

CELSIUS is a Fitness Drink which has been clinically 
proven to accelerate metabolism and burn calories 
& body fat while providing healthy energy. Available 
in both sparkling and non-carbonated flavors, 
CELSIUS is an ideal pCELSIUS is an ideal pre-workout drink and also 
serves as a refreshing alternative to coffee and other 
caffeinated drinks. CELSIUS is the perfect addition 
to an active lifestyle and has no artificial preservatives 
or flavors, no aspartame, or high fructose corn 
syrup and is very low in sodium. 

Sparkling Orange

Sparkling Watermelon

Sparkling Wild Berry

Sparkling Cola

Sparkling Grape Rush

Peach Mango Green Tea

Raspberry Acai Green TeaRaspberry Acai Green Tea

CELSIUS HEAT

CELSIUS HEAT is a great-tasting carbonated 
pre-workout that contains 2,000 mg of L-citrulline 
and 300mg of caffeine. HEAT has been designed to 
deliver the additional boost you need from your 
pre-workout drink and contains the clinically 
proven MetaPlus formula found in the original 
CELSIUS line. CELSIUS line. Take your workout to the next degree 
with CELSIUS HEAT.

Inferno Punch

Blueberry Pomegranate

Cherry Lime

Strawberry Dragonfruit

Tangerine Grapefruit

CELSIUS ON-THE-GO

CELSIUS is available in a powder stick as a grab & 
go option for healthy energy anytime, anywhere. 
Just pour a packet of CELSIUS On-The-Go into 
water and enjoy the delicious taste that delivers the 
same proven functional benefits.

Orange

Berry

CELSIUS NATURALS

Sparkling Cucumber Lime

Sparkling Grapefruit

Sparkling Orange 
Pomegranate

Pineapple Coconut

Watermelon Berry

Strawberry & CreamStrawberry & Cream

CELSIUS’ first line extension is both naturally 
sweetened and naturally caffeinated. CELSIUS 
Naturals are available in sparkling and 
non-carbonated flavors and contain the same 
propriety formula proven to accelerate metabolism, 
burn body fat and provide healthy energy.

Celsius Holdings, Inc. (CELH)



The foregoing information relates to Celsius Holdings, Inc (OTC Pink Sheets: CELH) and may contain forward-looking statements, which are made pursuant to the safe harbor provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform 
Act of 1995. These forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from the forward-looking statements. When used in this document, the words "antici-
pate," "believe," "estimate," "expect" and similar expressions as they relate to Celsius Holdings, Inc. or its management, are intended to identify such forward-looking statements. Celsius Holdings, Inc. actual results, 
perperformance or achievements could differ materially from the results expressed in, or implied by these forward-looking statements. For more detailed information the reader is referred to the Celsius web site and 
other related documents filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission. This does not constitute an offer to buy or sell securities by the Company and is meant purely for informational purposes only.
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Quarterly Revenues
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Financial Highlights:

Ticker Symbol: CELH
Closing Price as of (12/31/2017): $5.25
52-Week Range: $3.32 - $7.00
Shares Outstanding Common: 46.0M
Shares Outstanding Preferred:  6K
EEst. Public Float: 10M
Market Cap (12/31/2017): $240M
FY 2016 Revenue: $36.2M
Current Assets (12/31/2017): $12.0M
Current Liabilities (12/31/2017): $6.5M

Company Information:

Celsius Holdings, Inc.

2424 North Federal Highway

Suite 208

Boca Raton, FL 33431

United States - Map

Phone: 561-276-2239Phone: 561-276-2239

Fax: 561-276-2268

Website: www.CELSIUSHOLDINGSINC.com

Celsius Holdings, Inc. (CELH)
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CELSIUS - spans three growth segments

Unlike traditional drinks, CELSIUS is a multifaceted functional beverage which appeals to a broad audience of consumers. 

Weight Loss
Healthy Energy /
Functional Drinks  Fitness/Sports Nutrition

E-Commerce Rapidly Growing Channel 

Celsius Holdings, Inc. (CELH)
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The Science
Backed By Multiple Published University Clinical Studies

Study 1: Ohio Research 
Published In Journal of International
Society of Sports Nutrition

Study 2: University of Oklahoma 
Published In Journal of International
Society of Sports Nutrition

Study 3: University of OklahomaStudy 3: University of Oklahoma 
Published In Journal of International
Society of Sports Nutrition

Study 4: University of Oklahoma 
Published In Journal of International
Society of Sports Nutrition

Study 5: University of Oklahoma 
Published In Journal of The AmeriPublished In Journal of The American
College of Nutrition

Study 6: University of Oklahoma 
Published In The Journal of Strength
and Conditioning Association

Reviewed And Approved By: NAD

Celsius Holdings, Inc. (CELH)



Visit CELSIUS.com to read more about Celebrities that love CELSIUS!

Kimora Lee Simons
Creator of popular fashion 
line Phat Farm, drinks 
CELSIUS for the great 
taste and healthy energy.

International Platinum 
Recording Artist & Fitness 
Enthusiast Flo Rida official 
CELSIUS spokesperson.

Mario Lopez found that 
drinking CELSIUS during 
the day helps him burn 
calories when he’s not 
working out and keeps 
him energetic throughout 
the day.

Howie Mandel getting his 
afternoon fuel with an ice 
cold CELSIUS. 

Erika Costell: 
Singer and Youtuber - 

682K 
3.5M 
3.3M 

Twitter 
Followers

YouTube
Subscribers

Tommy 
Dreamer:

259K 
569K

Instagram 
Followers

Twitter 
Followers

Instagram
Followers

Mahogany Lox: 
Singer and Youtuber - 

1.45M 
546K 
1.5M 

Twitter 
Followers

YouTube
Subscribers
Instagram
Followers

Justin 
Sylvester:
Host of Daily Pop on E! - 

12.8K 
43.2K 

Twitter 
Followers

Instagram
Followers




